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GREEN FINISH-X

FLOOR COATINGFLOOR COATING

HIGH-PERFORMANCE, ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY FLOOR COATING

PROPERTIES
Heavy-duty floor coating with environmentally friendly formula. 
Low maintenance and easy removal of coating damage. 

Resistant to abrasion, easily restorable and does not yellow. 
Low emissions values; formula meets the new 1% VOC regulation.

SUITABILITY
Suitable for all absorbent and coatable floorings.

APPLICATION  
Preparation of the floor: Thoroughly remove old sealers, waxes and coatings. For best results use a 
single-disc machine with a deep cleaning pad. Remove residues in edges and corners. Rinse 
thoroughly that no cleaner or liquor residue left on the floor.

Deeper, longer-lasting high shine despite zinc-free formula; free from APEO and ammonia. 

Shine renewal: Use CITRUS 2in1 1:64 with water (16 ml per liter water) with a mop or scrubbing 
machine to remove abrasion and heel marks. Allow the floor to dry and polish with an ultra-high-speed 
machine with appropriate pad. Due to the use of CITRUS 2IN1 in conjunction with a ultra-high-speed 
machine, the floor gets maximum shine and eliminates frequent cleaning and post-coating.

Application of the coating: The floor must be completely dry before the coating is applied. Apply the 
coating in thin, even layers with a clean professional flat mop or Floor-Finish coating mop. Under 
normal conditions, 20-30 minutes are sufficient drying time between individual coats. For optimal 
results, apply at least 2 coats, but no more than 4 coats of GREEN FINISH-X within 24 hours.

Recoating: When it is no longer possible achieve a high gloss with Citrus 2in1, you should use SURF 
diluted 1:16 for deep cleaning. Prepare the surface to be coated with a red or blue pad, suck up the 
liquid, mop the floor with a suitable mop, allow to dry, and then apply 1-2 coats of GREEN FINISH-X.

Daily care: 1. Remove dust from the floor daily or as needed with a synthetic acrylic mop.
  2. Wipe daily with GLOSS SYSTEM1 pH-neutral floor cleaner. 
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